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About This Game

A Game Without Meaning.
A Game Nobody Should Play.

When the Darkness comes is a walking simulator whose glitchy and dark tale tries to illustrate the hardships of depression and
anxiety through a variety of imaginary digital landscapes.

A clock, a piano and a girl. What do they all mean?
What is meaning, anyway? What has meaning?

Do you have one? A path, a goal, something determined, pre-determined?
A light to follow?

Discover a world filled with loneliness and fear. A world where despair breathes and hope dies. A world about you, about us. A
world about humanity and about life.

Before Starting

This Experience is NOT for everyone.
This Experience explores themes such as depression, anxiety, verbal abuse, manipulative control, and suicide.

This game could also potentially trigger epilepsy attacks.
Seriously, do NOT play this Experience if you believe this might affect you in any way.
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The first Arc should take about one hour to complete.

About the Experience

This was the culmination of a self exploration into my own psyche. If it can help anyone else explore their own I am thankful
for that, and if the game isn't to your liking I appreciate you taking the time to try it anyway. I won't be updating it anymore

(safe for major bugs) since it was simply an outlet for my own creativity but enjoy it as it is.

Controls

Movement: WASD or arrow keys
Interact: F

Jump: Space
Sprint: Shift

There's a toggle to swap between AZERTY and QWERTY layouts in-game.

This Experience might not be suitable for streaming audiences.
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Title: When the Darkness comes
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Sirhaian
Publisher:
Sirhaian
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-3xxx

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 970

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 550 MB available space

English
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The Piano Song is now available on iTunes!:
Hi, everyone!

Julie Maxwell just let me know that she released the song featured in When the Darkness comes on iTunes!

For those interested, here it is: https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/mars-landscape-moon-set-from-when-the-darkness-comes-
single/1457884122

Thanks again everyone for your support,
and keep following your light!. Patch 1.16c - Mouse Invert, vSync, Fullscreen and more!:
Hi, everyone!

Here's another small patch with a few changes and requested features, listed below:

1.16c Changelist. Coming Soon on Steam!:
Hi, everyone!

After a first release last month on itch.io, I am pleased to announce that When the Darkness comes is coming to Steam soon, and
still for free!

The Experience will have some new features and scenes, a small polish pass and achievements.

I am looking forward to hearing your thoughts!

Always follow your light!. What changed between the itch.io and Steam versions?:
Hi, everyone!

Here are the changes between the older version 1.15b, which was initially available on itch.io, and this newer 1.16 version.

If this is your first time with this Experience, do not read those changes, as they contain spoilers.

There has been a LOT of changes. Some very small and barely noticeable, some as big as story changes. Here's a non-
exhaustive list:

Significant changes:. When the Darkness comes - Now out on Steam for free!:
Hi, everyone!

After about one year of working on it, I am delighted to announce that "When the Darkness comes" is now out on Steam for
free!
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Let me know what you think of this Experience, or if you encounter any issue.

Thanks everyone for your support.

And remember:
Always follow your Light.. Patch 1.16b - Changelog and Thank You:
Hi, everyone!

First of all, thank you SO much for all the support. I am truly overwhelmed by the reception this experience is getting. I
expected it to fly under the radar, and that would have been fine. I truly never expected it to get this many good reviews, either.
So, thank you. Really.

I've been reading through the posts and reviews, and I've tried fixing some issues. Here's a changelist below.

- Added a Mouse Sensitivity option in the pause menu. Let me know if that helps!
- Tried fixing the controller bug where the camera would keep rotating around. I cannot reproduce the issue myself, so I've no
way to test the fix. Would love it if anyone could help me verify the fix, or tell me if it still doesn't work. :)
- Fixed the issue where the player would continue moving forward even after the key is released.

A potential fix for the controller issue discovered on the forum would be to uninstall vJoy if you have it installed.

I have also removed the "Partial Controller Support" descriptor from the Store Page, as controllers have been having issues.

Thanks again, everyone!

And remember: always follow your Light!. Patch 1.16d - Breathe level and launch warnings:
Hi, everyone!

Patch 1.16d is very minor, but thought I'd push it before going to sleep.
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 Changed up the Breathe level (Chapter X) in the second playthrough.

 Lengthened the game's launch warnings to hopefully get more people to read them.

 Added an extra warning requiring the user confirmation before going to the Main Menu.

And that's all for now!

Never forget to always follow your light!
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